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ABSTRACT

Late-type low surface brightness galaxies (LSBs) are faint disk galaxies with central maximum stellar surface densities below 100 M⊙ pc−2 . The currently favored scenario for their
origin is that LSBs have formed in fast-rotating halos with large angular momenta. We present
the first numerical evidence for this scenario using a suite of self-consistent hydrodynamic
simulations of a 2.3 × 1011 M⊙ galactic halo, in which we investigate the correlations between the disk stellar/gas surface densities and the spin parameter of its host halo. A clear
anti-correlation between the surface densities and the halo spin parameter λ is found. That is,
as the halo spin parameter increases, the disk cutoff radius at which the stellar surface density
drops below 0.1 M⊙ pc−2 monotonically increases, while the average stellar surface density
of the disk within that radius decreases. The ratio of the average stellar surface density for
the case of λ = 0.03 to that for the case of λ = 0.14 reaches more than 15. We demonstrate
that the result is robust against variations in the baryon fraction, confirming that the angular
momentum of the host halo is an important driver for the formation of LSBs.
Key words: galaxies:formation – galaxies:evolution – cosmology:dark matter

1 INTRODUCTION
Despite years of effort, the origin and true nature of dark matter are
still shrouded in mystery. Astrophysical interest in dark matter has
been escalated not only because it is inferred to dominate the matter
mass budget of the Universe, but because of the simplicity of its dynamics. In particular, dark matter is thought to not only exist inside
galactic-scale halos, but also heavily influence the galactic gravitational dynamics. Naturally, the records of dark matter dynamics
throughout the formation of the galactic halos are imprinted in the
morphology of the present-day galaxies. We may therefore advance
our understanding of the gravity and the nature of dark matter by
investigating the galaxies’ structure and formation history. For this
purpose, late-type low surface brightness galaxies (LSBs) provide
us with a unique and intriguing laboratory.
Late-type LSBs typically refer to the disk galaxies that are
fainter than the night sky, exhibiting B-band central surface
brightnesses µB, 0 > 22.7 mag arcsec−2 (Freeman 1970) or
equivalently central maximum stellar surface densities Σ⋆, 0 <
100 M⊙ pc−2 (McGaugh et al. 2001). They are different from the
under-luminous dwarf spheroidals in that the late-type LSBs may
have large disks and high intrinsic luminosities in spite of their
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low surface brightnesses. Their abundance has long been underestimated, but observations now imply that LSBs may represent a
significant fraction of the galaxy population (e.g. Impey & Bothun
1997; O’Neil & Bothun 2000, and references therein). Since it was
realized that a wealth of LSBs inhabit both cluster and field regions,
and they may provide an important clue for the galaxy formation
process (e.g. Impey et al. 1988; Irwin et al. 1990; McGaugh et al.
1995; Sprayberry et al. 1996, 1997), many studies have explored
their physical properties, dynamical states, host halo structures,
spatial distribution, and environmental dependences (e.g. McGaugh
& Bothun 1994; Mo et al. 1994; Zwaan et al. 1995; de Blok et al.
1996; Mihos et al. 1996; Gerritsen & de Blok 1999; Bell et al. 2000;
Matthews & Wood 2001; Bergmann et al. 2003; Kuzio de Naray et
al. 2004; Matthews et al. 2005; Boissier et al. 2008; Rosenbaum et
al. 2009; Gao et al. 2010; Galaz et al. 2011; Morelli et al. 2012;
Zhong et al. 2012; Ceccarelli et al. 2012).
While the origin of LSBs is yet to be fully understood, theoretical modelings to comprehend how LSBs have formed paralleled
the above phenomenological efforts. The simplest, but currently
favored scenario states that the difference of LSBs from the high
surface brightness galaxies (HSBs) results from the fast-spinning
motion of their host halos (Dalcanton et al. 1997; Jimenez et al.
1997; Mo et al. 1998). To quantitatively compare the predictions
of this theory with the observed properties of LSBs, Jimenez et al.
(1998) utilized simplified models for the physical, chemical, and
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Figure 1. Face-on stellar surface densities in a central 70 kpc box at 1.49 Gyr after the start of the simulation for four different halo spin parameters,
λ = 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14 in the top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right panel, respectively. The initial baryonic mass fraction in the halo is
fb = 0.10. Stars of age less than 1.0 Gyr are used to estimate surface densities. More information on the suite of simulations and analysis is provided in §3
and §4.1.

spectrophotometric evolution of disk galaxies, and found that the
theory nicely reproduces the observed properties of LSBs. Their results were later confirmed by Boissier et al. (2003) who used larger
and higher quality LSB samples (see §2 for more discussion).
Because LSBs are more dark matter dominant than HSBs (e.g.
de Blok & McGaugh 1997; Pickering et al. 1997; McGaugh et al.
2001), LSBs have also been employed to test the nature of dark
matter and gravity. Studies have claimed that the rotation curves of
LSBs could be useful in constraining the properties of dark matter
and even modified Newtonian dynamics (e.g. McGaugh & de Blok
1998a,b; de Blok & McGaugh 1998; Spergel & Steinhardt 2000;
Swaters et al. 2010; Kuzio de Naray & Spekkens 2011). Recently
Lee et al. (2013) speculated that the abundance of LSBs could be
a testbed for modified gravity. Using a high-resolution simulation,
they demonstrated that modified gravity may spin up the low mass
galactic halos and significantly alter the abundance of LSBs. Nevertheless, in order to utilize LSBs as a probe into the nature of dark
matter and gravity, it is indispensable to first properly constrain the
driver that produces LSBs. Although the galactic evolution models
of Jimenez et al. (1998) and Boissier et al. (2003) supported the

hypothesis that the LSBs form in the halos with large angular momenta, their results were subject to the simplified prescriptions for
the formation of disk galaxies. To improve the state of the field and
advance our understanding of the origin of LSBs, a comprehensive,
self-consistent hydrodynamic simulation is greatly needed.1
In light of this development, we for the first time numerically
examine whether or not the angular momentum of the host halo
is an important driver for determining the galactic surface brightness. Using a suite of hydrodynamic simulations, we quantitatively
investigate the correlations between the surface density of a disk
galaxy and the spin parameter of its host halo without having to
rely on a simplified prescription for galactic evolution. The outline
of this article is as follows. We briefly describe the currently popular model for the origin of LSBs in §2, and the set-up of our numerical experiments in §3. The simulation results is presented and
1

Readers should note that a few other scenarios of the origin of LSBs
have been tested in numerical simulations, including the one through disk
instability (e.g. Noguchi 2001) and the one through collisional formation of
a ring galaxy (e.g. Mapelli et al. 2008).
c 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but from the edge-on angle. λ = 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14 in the top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right panel, respectively.

analyzed in §4 focusing on the correlation between the stellar/gas
surface densities and the halo spin parameter. The robustness of
our result is also examined against variations in the initial baryonic
mass fraction. Finally we discuss the implications and limitations
of our results and draw a conclusion in §5.

2 A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MODEL FOR THE ORIGIN
OF LOW SURFACE BRIGHTNESS GALAXIES
We first briefly review the currently popular model for the origin of
low surface brightness galaxies, which is put to the numerical test
in the present article.
A dark matter halo acquires its angular momentum J through
the tidal interactions with the surrounding matter distribution at its
proto-halo stage (Peebles 1969; Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984).
Since the magnitude of the halo angular momentum is dependent
upon its virial mass Mvir , it is often convenient to adopt a dimensionless spin parameter λ ≡ |J|/(2GMvir Rvir )1/2 with the halo
virial radius Rvir to quantify how fast a halo rotates around its axis
of symmetry. A series of cosmological N -body simulations have
been employed to investigate the structural properties of dark matter haloes, including the spin parameter (e.g. Bullock et al. 2001;
c 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8

Avila-Reese et al. 2005; Maccio et al. 2007). These simulations
have shown that the probability density distribution of λ is approximated by a log-normal distribution in ΛCDM cosmology, being
relatively insensitive to mass scale, environment, and redshift (e.g.
Bullock et al. 2001).
In the gravitationally self-consistent model for the formation
of disk galaxies, a rotationally-supported disk forms in a potential
well of a dark matter halo through a dissipative gravitational collapse of the baryonic content (Fall & Efstathiou 1980). The resulting baryonic disk shares the same tidally-induced specific angular
momentum j (angular momentum per unit mass) with its host halo.
Based on this model, Dalcanton et al. (1997) proposed a scenario
that the high angular momentum disk in a dark matter halo of large
j have its baryonic mass spread over a wider extent, leading to a
large disk cutoff radius and thus a low gas surface density (see also
Jimenez et al. 1997; Mo et al. 1998). To relate the gas surface density to the stellar surface density and to perform a systematic test
of this scenario against observations, Jimenez et al. (1998) computed various galactic properties including surface brightnesses by
adopting the following prescriptions for galaxy evolution: (a) an
isothermal spherical halo, (b) a model for gas infall rate that reproduces the observed properties of the Milky Way, (c) the Schmidt
law for star formation (Schmidt 1959), and (d) the galactic chem-
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Figure 3. Azimuthally-averaged stellar surface densities at 1.49 Gyr after
the start of the simulation with fb = 0.10 for λ = 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14
as a dashed, solid, dot-dashed, and dotted line, respectively. The cutoff
radius Rc at which the stellar surface density falls below 0.1 M⊙ pc−2
monotonically increases as the halo spin parameter increases (see Table 1
and Figure 5). The thin dotted line shows the best fit of the disk stellar surface density for λ = 0.06 to an exponential profile.

ical evolution model by Matteucci & Francois (1989). They found
nice agreement between the resulting predictions and the observed
properties of LSBs such as surface brightness, metallicity, and colors, provided that the host halo satisfies the condition of λ > 0.06.
This work was extended by Boissier et al. (2003) to a larger set of
observational data and a wider range of halo spin parameters. They
drew the same conclusion that a LSB is likely to form in a dark
matter halo with a large spin parameter. They also noted that some
modulation in the star formation rate history would be desired to
achieve a better agreement between the theory and observations. In
similar fashion, Avila-Reese et al. (2005) employed a semianalytic
model of disk galaxy evolution to demonstrate the dependence of
disk properties on its environment.
However, the conclusion reached by these studies is contingent upon how the gas infall rate and star formation rate were prescribed in their overly simplified evolution models. It is still inconclusive whether the theoretical model by Dalcanton et al. (1997)
would hold robustly in reality where the gas infall and star formation can hardly be specified by a simple analytic recipe. In what
follows, we describe a suite of hydrodynamic simulations with radiative gas cooling and star formation of a galactic halo with varying spin parameters, designed to better address this long-standing
problem. Most importantly, unlike previous studies, we do not rely
on simplified prescriptions for star formation and gas infall rates.
This enables us to examine the robustness of the theory in a simplified, yet the most realistic set-up until now.

3 INITIAL CONDITIONS AND PHYSICS IN THE CODE
We simulate the evolution of a dwarf-sized galactic halo with varying halo spin parameters and initial baryon fractions. The initial
conditions of our experiment and the physics included in the code
are explained in this section.
We set up an isolated halo of total mass 2.3 × 1011 M⊙ with
four halo spin parameters, λ = 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14, and with

Figure 4. Same as Figure 4 but for azimuthally-averaged gas surface densities. The size of a gas disk increases with the halo spin parameter.

two different initial baryon fractions for each λ, fb = (M⋆ +
Mgas )/Mtotal = 0.05 and 0.10 (see Table 1; 95% dark matter
+ 5% gas for fb = 0.05, and 90% dark matter + 10% gas for
fb = 0.10). We first create a dataset of 106 collisionless particles,
to which we add gas by splitting the particles (with an initial metalliticy of 0.003 Z⊙ ). Gas and dark matter follow the same shapes of
a Navarro-Frenk-White profile (Navarro et al. 1997) with concentration c = 10, and have the same value of λ as an averaged circular motion. This way, as the gas cools down, the progenitor forms a
disk galaxy embedded in a gaseous halo. Note that this procedure
is very different from that of Jimenez et al. (1998) where a galactic
disk already exists when their calculation starts. For detailed descriptions to set up the initial condition, see Kim et al. (2012).
We then follow the evolution of each galactic halo in a 1
Mpc3 box for ∼ 3 Gyr using the ZEUS hydrodynamics solver
included in the publicly available adaptive mesh refinement Enzo2.1.2 Multi-species chemistry (H, H+ , He, He+ , He++ , e− ) and
non-equilibrium cooling modules are employed to calculate radiative losses. Cooling by metals is estimated in gas above 104 K with
the rates tabulated by Sutherland & Dopita (1993), and below 104
K by Glover & Jappsen (2007). We refine the cells by factors of
two in each axis on the overdensities of gas and dark matter. In the
finest cell of size ∆ x = 122 pc, a star cluster particle is produced
init
with initial mass Msc
= 0.5ρgas ∆ x3 when (a) the proton number density exceeds 3.2 cm−3 , (b) the velocity flow is converging,
(c) the cooling time tcool is shorter than the dynamical time tdyn
of the cell, and (d) the particle produced has at least 104000 M⊙ .
For each star cluster particle, 1.5 × 10−6 of its rest mass energy
and 20% of its mass are returned to the gas phase over 12 tdyn .
This represents various types of stellar feedback, chiefly the injection of thermal energy by supernova explosion. More information
on adopted baryonic physics can be found in Kim et al. (2009) and
Kim et al. (2011).
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Table 1. Halo spin parameter, disk cutoff/scale radius, and average stellar surface density. For definitions of variables, see §4.1.

λ

cutoff Rc [kpc]

fb = 0.05
scale Rs [kpc]

Σ⋆,ave [M⊙ pc−2 ]

cutoff Rc [kpc]

fb = 0.10
scale Rs [kpc]

Σ⋆,ave [M⊙ pc−2 ]

0.03
0.06
0.10
0.14

7.2
13.3
26.0
32.2

0.92
1.7
3.3
4.4

157.0
49.1
11.7
6.5

8.1
17.3
26.8
32.5

0.82
2.2
3.6
4.9

278.2
60.2
24.6
15.2

Figure 5. Correlation between the halo spin parameter λ and the disk cutoff radius Rc (triangles, solid and dotted lines) and average stellar surface
density Σ⋆,ave (circles, long dashed and dot-dashed lines), for two different simulations of baryon fraction fb = 0.05 and 0.10 at 1.49 Gyr after
they start.

Figure 6. Correlation between the halo spin parameter λ and the disk scale
radius Rs at 1.49 Gyr after the start of the simulation with fb = 0.10.
Also shown are the analytic predictions from Mo et al. (1998) for a nonself-gravitating disk in an isothermal halo (dot-dahsed line) and a selfgravitating disk in a NFW halo (long dashed line; Navarro et al. 1997).

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

and 2 are the snapshots of face-on and edge-on stellar surface densities using the stars of age less than 1.0 Gyr. In each figure, the four
panels correspond to the four different values of halo spin parameters, λ = 0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14. The snapshots are generated in a
70 kpc box with uniform 150 pc resolution which can be regarded
as an equivalent of an aperture size in photometric observations.
We also point out that, in these figures and the subsequent analysis, we exclude the stars formed in the first 0.49 Gyr since they
would most possibly reflect the artificial burst of star formation in
the initially unimpeded collapse, caused by an unstable gas profile
at the beginning of the simulation.4 From these figures, it is clearly
noticeable that the size of the stellar disk is larger in the case of a
higher value of λ, indicating that the large angular momentum of a
disk in a dark matter halo of large j have the baryonic mass spread
to a wider extent.
To quantify the change in the disk size resulting from different
halo spin parameters, the radial profile of the stellar surface density,
Σ⋆ (r) (in the unit of M⊙ pc−2 ), is determined by taking the azimuthal average of the stellar density on the disk plane at 1.49 Gyr
after the start of the simulation. The result of this exercise is dis-

We now describe the results of our simulations with varying halo
spin parameters and baryon fractions. First, we focus on the correlations between surface densities of a galactic disk and the spin
parameter of its host halo in the simulations with an initial baryonic
mass fraction of 10%.
4.1 Correlation Between Halo Spin Parameter and Size of
Galactic Disk
We start by calculating the stellar surface density of the simulated
disk galaxy for each case of λ at 1.49 Gyr after the start of the simulation with an initial baryon fraction fb = 0.10, the ratio of baryonic mass to total mass. We choose to use the snapshot at 1.49 Gyr,
the midpoint of our simulation for ∼ 3 Gyr.3 Shown in Figures 1
3 Our choice to analyze the epoch of 1.49 Gyr is to avoid both the first <
0.5 Gyr of artificial starbursts driven by the initially unstable gas profile,
and the last < 1.0 Gyr when the galactic halo is devoid of star-forming gas
due to the unrealistic lack of cosmological inflows. While the qualitative
conclusion of our analysis is not significantly affected by the choice of the
epoch, we reason that the 1.49 Gyr snapshot best represents the reported
simulation, rendering realistic values of stellar-to-gas ratio in the halo (∼
75% of the gas turned into stars in the simulation with fb = 0.10 and
λ = 0.06).

c 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Excluding the stars formed in the first 0.49 Gyr we, therefore, implicitly
assume that the stars younger than 1 Gyr form the disk of a dwarf-sized
galaxy. While 1 Gyr may correspond to an interval between major disturbances for dwarf-sized galaxies, our choice is certainly fiducial.
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Figure 7. Radial profiles of enclosed baryonic mass (stars+gas) at 1.49
Gyr after the start of the simulation with fb = 0.10 for λ =
0.03, 0.06, 0.10, 0.14 as a thick dashed, solid, dot-dashed, and dotted
line, respectively. The initial radial profile is also shown for comparison
as a thin dotted line. While all the halos show the results of dissipative collapses towards the center, the halo of λ = 0.03 has the densest core in the
baryon distribution.

played in Figure 3. Similarly, the radial profile of the azimuthallyaveraged gas surface density, Σgas (r), is shown in Figure 4. The
disk cutoff radius, Rc , is then defined as the radius at which the
stellar surface density drops below 0.1 M⊙ pc−2 . Figure 3 also
shows the best fit of the stellar surface density of the galaxy with
λ = 0.06 to an exponential profile, Σ⋆ (r) ∼ e−r/Rs (thin dotted
line). In this way the scale radius of a disk, Rs , is defined as the
radius at which the density on this best fit curve is reduced to 1/e
times the central maximum. Table 1 compiles Rc and Rs for four
different λ’s, and the average stellar surface densities within the
cutoff radius, Σ⋆,ave . Meanwhile Figure 5 visualizes the relationship between λ, Rc , and Σ⋆,ave .
In Figure 5 one can immediately observe that the cutoff radius Rc monotonically increases as λ increases, from 8.1 kpc at
λ = 0.03 to 32.5 kpc at λ = 0.14. The net effects are an enlarged photometric size of the stellar disk, and a lowered average
stellar surface density Σ⋆,ave : 278.2 M⊙ pc−2 at λ = 0.03 to
15.2 M⊙ pc−2 at λ = 0.14. As a result, the ratio of Σ⋆,ave for
the case of λ = 0.03 to that of λ = 0.14 becomes larger than
15. This simplified, yet self-consistent numerical calculation validates the scenario that the disk in a faster-rotating halo have its
star-forming gas extend over a larger area thanks to the stabilization by the higher angular momentum barrier. It then entails a lower
stellar surface density averaged on the disk. When a uniform value
of stellar mass to light ratio is assumed across the set of simulated
galaxies, the low stellar surface density is translated into the low
surface brightness, giving results consistent with the previous studies (Jimenez et al. 1998; Boissier et al. 2003; Avila-Reese et al.
2005).
It is also informative to compare our result with the analytic
predictions by Mo et al. (1998). In Figure 6 the disk scale radii,
Rs , of the run with fb = 0.10 are drawn, along with the analytic
formulae for the cases of (a) a non-self-gravitating disk embedded

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but of the enclosed dark matter mass. Note
that the halo of λ = 0.03 exhibits the most centrally-concentrated density
profile.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 3 but for the case of the initial baryonic mass
fraction fb = 0.05 instead of fb = 0.10. The trend of an increasing cutoff
radius with a larger halo spin parameter persists.

in an isothermal halo,5 and (b) a self-gravitating disk embedded in
a more realistic Navarro-Frenk-White halo (NFW; Navarro et al.
1997).6 Obviously the scale radius Rs in our simulation monotonically increases with λ, from 0.92 kpc at λ = 0.03 to 4.4 kpc at
λ = 0.14. One could also notice that the agreement between our
numerical result and the Mo et al. (1998) prediction using a selfgravitating disk in a NFW halo is surprisingly good despite many
simplifications and idealized assumptions adopted in their analytic
derivation (e.g. no baryonic physics or dissipation is considered).
In addition, we investigate how the enclosed mass profiles are
correlated with the halo spin parameter. We evaluate the profiles of
baryonic mass enclosed within a sphere of radius r from the galac-

5

Rs (λ) = 89.1 λ kpc from Eq.(12) of Mo et al. (1998), with r200 = 126
kpc for a 2.3 × 1011 M⊙ halo and jd = md = 0.1
6 R (λ) = 47.5 λ(λ/0.1)0.211+0.0047/λ kpc from Eq.(28) of Mo et al.
s
(1998), with r200 = 126 kpc, c = 10, and jd = md = 0.1
c 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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tic center of mass at 1.49 Gyr after the start of the simulation. The
resulting radial profiles in Figure 7 allow us to cleanly see the discrepancy across different runs in a cumulative manner. While all
the halos show the results of dissipative collapses towards the center, the halo of the lowest spin parameter λ = 0.03 has the densest core in the baryonic distribution, enclosing most of the baryons
within ∼ 3 kpc from the center. We also inspect the half-mass radius that encloses a half of the total baryonic mass inside the halo,
∼ 2.2 × 1010 M⊙ . As is anticipated, the half-mass radius increases
almost monotonically with λ, from 1.4 kpc at λ = 0.03 to 8.0 kpc
at λ = 0.14. Finally Figure 8 demonstrates the profiles of the dark
matter mass enclosed within a sphere of radius r. One can easily
notice that the larger the halo spin parameter is, the less dense the
dark matter distribution becomes in the core region (r . 1 kpc). In
particular, the mass enclosed within a 1 kpc sphere in the λ = 0.03
case is ∼ 2.8 × 109 M⊙ , whereas that of λ = 0.14 case is only
∼ 6.0 × 108 M⊙ . This implies that dark matter itself also gradually collapses inward unless additionally supported by the angular
momentum.

4.2 Robustness Against Variations in the Baryon Fraction
Now that we have found a strong correlation between the halo spin
parameter and the stellar/gas surface densities of a galactic disk, it
will be very illuminating to examine whether or not this correlation is robust against variations in the initial baryonic mass fraction
fb . This examination may also allow us to determine which factor
is more dominant in determining the disk size and galactic surface
density, between the absolute amount of gas and the angular momentum of the host halo. Recall that the results presented in §4.1
are all obtained by the simulations with fb = 0.10.
We here repeat the same analysis in Figure 3 but on a suite
of simulations with a different initial baryon fraction, fb = 0.05,
and plot the result in Figure 9. First, as is obviously expected, a decreased value of fb also reduces the overall stellar surface density
for a halo with the same spin parameter. What is more intriguing
is that the positive correlation between the disk cutoff radius Rc
and the halo spin parameter λ still holds strong in simulations with
a lower fb : a faster rotation of the host halo necessitates a larger
cutoff radius of the stellar disk formed inside. Table 1 and Figure 5
again shows the cutoff radii, scale radii, and the average stellar surface densities of the galactic disks within those radii for fb = 0.05.
It again clearly displays that for both fb the correlations between
Rc (or Rs ) and λ hold the same. Interestingly, the difference between two Rc ’s for fb = 0.05 and 0.10 with the same λ is surprisingly small. For example, the cutoff radius of a disk in the halo
of λ = 0.10 and fb = 0.10 is 26.8 kpc, only slightly expanded
from 26.0 kpc in the halo of the same λ but of fb = 0.05. This
is despite the fact that the initial gas supply is boosted by a factor
of two. Although it should be considered provisional this finding
may suggest that, between λ and fb , the more influential factor for
determining the cutoff radius is λ, the spin parameter of the halo.

4.3 Notes on the Performed Runs
Before we proceed to conclude, it is worth to note a few points on
the simulations we have described so far. We draw the reader’s attention to the central maximum stellar surface densities of the simulated galaxies in Figure 3, which still remain above or very close
to 100 M⊙ pc−2 regardless of λ. Therefore, at face value, even
the largest halo spin parameter seemingly fails to produce a LSB
c 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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galaxy in its conventional definition (see §1). However, these simulations are under a particular assumption of a relatively high baryon
fraction of fb = 0.10. By comparing Figures 3 and 9, one observes
that the central peak stellar surface density indeed drops significantly when the initial gas supply is reduced by a factor of two. Had
the galaxy been simulated in a fast-rotating halo (e.g. λ > 0.10)
with an even smaller baryon fraction (e.g. fb < 0.02), it would
likely have developed into a LSB galaxy classically defined with a
central maximum stellar surface density less than 100 M⊙ pc−2 .
Further, by running simulations in an isolated set-up, we also have
made an implicit assumption that the halo does not experience any
interaction with its surrounding environment, such as mergers and
harassment. Including such effects might have drastically changed
the surface densities of the simulated galaxies.
In summary, the reported simulations are aimed to make a
comparison between the galaxies that differ only by their halo spin
parameters. Our experiment, however, is not specifically designed
to turn any galaxy into a LSB with a large halo spin parameter.
In reality the galactic surface brightness is most likely determined
by the combination of a number of factors such as the halo angular momentum, halo density profile, baryon fraction, gas infall rate,
stellar population and feedback, and environmental effects. These
are just a few constituents in a large multi-dimensional parameter
space left to be explored.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented the first numerical evidence for the hypothesis
that late-type LSBs form in the halos with large angular momenta.
A suite of hydrodynamic simulations with radiative gas cooling and
star formation of a 2.3 × 1011 M⊙ galactic halo is employed with
various halo spin parameters and baryon fractions. We have investigated the correlations between the stellar/gas surface densities of a
galactic disk and the spin parameter of its host halo. A clear signal
of anti-correlation is found between the surface densities and the
halo spin parameter. That is, as the halo spin parameter increases,
the cutoff radius, defined as the radius at which the stellar surface
density drops below 0.1 M⊙ pc−2 , monotonically increases, while
the average stellar surface density of the disk within that radius decreases. The ratio of the average stellar surface density for the case
of λ = 0.03 to that for the case of λ = 0.14 is larger than 15. We
also have demonstrated that the result is robust against variations in
the initial value of the baryonic mass fraction.
Our simplified, yet self-consistent numerical experiment confirms that one of the most important drivers for the formation of
LSBs is the spin parameters of their host halos. This investigation provides a critical link between observations and the theoretical models for the origin of LSBs, which has been missing in
the previous studies. It also enables us to better comprehend the
formation process of LSBs, and to utilize LSBs for the purpose
of constraining the nature of invisible component that dominates
galactic dynamics. Even so, the reported calculation alone cannot
decide whether the halo angular momentum is the most determinitive factor in the formation of LSBs. Further, the limitations of the
test should be noted as this experiment in an idealized, undisturbed
halo does not resolve the subgrid physics below the simulation resolution. A more realistic description of subgrid physics such as star
formation and feedback (Guedes et al. 2011; Agertz et al. 2012;
Kim et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2013), joined with higher numerical
resolution, will need to be considered in the future in the context of
hierarchical structure formation.
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